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Adversarial learning

• Due to the large increase in the use of AI methods, 
hackers concluded that they too should embrace AI

• Today, hackers are using machine learning to find loopholes in 
other machine learning based systems

• Fooling AI systems is not very hard as machine learning relies on 
past cases and assumes that future data shares its characteristics

• Hackers abuse this assumption for example, by manipulating the 
input data
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Academic research on AL
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Spam detection system

Trained to look for incriminating
content by analyzing the text of 
spam emails

To avoid detection, a spammer can 
obfuscate the content of an email 
by deliberately misspelling 
suspicious words



Adversarial traffic signs
Robust Physical-World Attacks on Deep Learning Visual Classification

Use Deep Learning (CNN) for image 
recognition (traffic signs 
identification) by autonomous 
vehicles 

Adversarial AI can be also applied 
on machine vision systems

“Confused the computer vision 
system into thinking that a stop sign 
was a 45 mph sign, with just a few 
pieces of tape.”



Handwrite recognition system

If the presented check is examined 
by a handwriting recognition 
system, the amount is extracted 
correctly

However, by adding certain 
adversarial noise to the digit nine 
we can fool the system and make it 
think that it is the digit eight.



Man vs. Machine: Practical Adversarial 
Detection of Malicious Crowdsourcing Workers 
[Wang et al. 2014]
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Machine learning is being used for 
detecting fake/malicious profiles in 
social networks; analyzing content 
and structural features of graphs

It was shown how an attacker can 
evade detection



Categorization of adversarial 
attacks: goals

• Confidentiality: attempt to expose the model structure or 
parameters (IP) or the data used to train it (e.g., patient data)
• Query the model

• Performing membership test (to know whether an individual is in a 
training set) 

• use the model to complete an input vector with the most likely missing 
bits
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Categorization of adversarial 
attacks: goals

• Integrity: attempt to control model’s output by modifying
• the input to the model (also known as evasion attack)

• the training data (also known as poisoning attack)
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Categorization of adversarial 
attacks: goals

• Availability: attempt to reduce
• quality (e.g., confidence or consistency)

• performance (e.g., speed)

• access (e.g., denial of service)
• Producing vision inputs that force a autonomous vehicle to stop

• Allergy attack – Generate DoS attacks which bear many of the feature of regular 
traffic, inducing the IDS to block a lot of legitimate traffic [Chung, 2006]
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Categorization of adversarial 
attacks: attacker’s pre-knowledge

• White-box: the adversary has some information about the model 
(type, parameters, architecture) or its original training data (summary, 
partial, or full training data)

• Adversarial example crafting [Szegedy, 2014]: access to the model and 
its parameters  identification of feature space parts for which the 
model has high error  altering an input to into that space

• Not always unrealistic
• ML models deployed to smartphones [Hinton, 2014] in which case reverse 

engineering may enable adversaries to gain white-box access
• Staged attacks - get the model first, than attack it directly [Rozenberg, 2016]
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Categorization of adversarial 
attacks: attacker’s pre-knowledge

• Black-box: the adversary has no knowledge about the model
• still capable of issuing queries to the model or collecting a surrogate training 

dataset

• Oracle model - the adversary may issue queries to the ML model and 
observe its output for any chosen input [Papernot, 2017]
• In ML as a Service cloud platforms, the model is potentially accessible through a 

query interface
• Non-cloud APIs, e.g. the IOfficeAntivirus COM interface [Hamlen, 2009]

• In the network intrusion detection scenario:
• white-box adversary has access to the model used to distinguish attacks from 

normal behavior
• black-box adversary would only have access to TCP dumps of the network traffic
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Categorization of adversarial 
attacks: attack phase

• Training: attempt to learn, influence or corrupt the model itself
• read - simply accessing a summary, partial or all of the training data
• injection - inserting adversarial inputs into the existing training data
• modification - altering existing training data
• logic corruption - tamper with the learning algorithm

• Operational: attempt to interfere with the normal operation of the 
induced model
• inference
• evade
• “steal the model” 
• denial-of-service
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Categorization of adversarial 
attacks: scope

• Targeted attack: the focus is on a single or small set of target 
points (class)

• Indiscriminate attack: involves a very general class of points, such 
as “any false negative”
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Generic Black-Box Attack Against 
API-Calls Based Malware Classifiers

Ishai Rosenberg, Yuval Elovici, 
Lior Rokach, Asaf Shabtai
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Malware detection using machine 
learning
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• leverage structural information 
(sequence of bytes, strings, headers, 
functions)
• attempts to detect malware before 

the program is executed
• information about the program or its 

expected behavior consists of 
explicit and implicit observations in 
its binary/source code

Static analysis

• leverage runtime information 
(network usage, files and memory 
modifications, system calls)
• attempts to detect malicious 

behavior during program execution

Dynamic analysis

Recent academic research as well as next generation anti-malware products use 
machine and deep learning models instead of signatures and heuristics;
in this research we show how such solutions can be evaded successfully 



Detecting malware by analyzing 
system calls
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Many of the AI-based anti-viruses examine 
the sequence of system calls (extracted at 
runtime) to characterize an application’s 
behavior

The sequence consists of requests issued by 
an application towards the operating system

Sequences used as features
• Classification based on extracted syscall n-grams
• Markov model
• ANN – RNNs [Pascanu et al., 2015]; RNN, LSTM, 

GRU and CNN [Athiwaratkun et al., 2017]; RNN, 
combining file access and API calls [Wang et al., 
2016]; feed-forward DNN, combining static 
features and API calls [Huang et al., 2016]

• …



Malware classification process
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Research outline
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•Dynamic analysis classifier, 
using Windows API 
(including OS) calls as 
features

Detection method

•Modify malicious code to be 
classified as benign; without
sacrificing its malicious 
functionality

•Assumptions
• No knowledge about the classifier
• Query the classifier as a black-box
• Knows about the representation 

of the API calls

Goal

•Two-phase black-box attack
that exploits the 
transferability property
• training a surrogate model, 

using the original model as a 
black-box

• creating an adversarial 
example against the surrogate 
model

Method



Synthetic 
cases

Current model 
(black-box)

Model’s
Classification

ML algorithm Reverse-engineered
Surrogate Model

Credit: https://www.udacity.com/di-tech and www.iconsdb.com

Phase I: Generating the Surrogate model



creat()

open()

close()

read()

write()

lseek()

dup()

link()

unlink()

stat()

fstat()

access()

chmod()

Reverse-engineered
Surrogate Model

Phase II: Creating an adversarial example 
against the surrogate model



• Start with a small sample of files 
(in our experiments 70)

• Repeatedly
• generate synthetic samples by a 

Jacobian-based heuristic; used for 
approximating the black-box 
model’s decision boundaries

• synthetic samples are labeled by 
the black-box model and used for 
re-training the surrogate model

• in our experiment we generated in total 
2,240 samples (compared to 360,000 
used for training the black-box model!)
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• Analyze long sequence of API 
calls (l)

• Use sliding window on n API calls

• If at least one window is 
classified as malicious, the 
application is labeled as 
malicious
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• For each windows, randomly 
select an API call and replace it 
with another API call (that will 
not impact the normal operation 
of the application – no-op attack)

• Select the new API call that goes 
in the direction of the Jacobian; 
thus allowing to minimize the 
number of changes required
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Evaluation

• Dataset: 
• Training set containing 360K Cuckoo Sandbox reports (balanced) 
• Test set containing 36K Cuckoo Sandbox reports (balanced) 

• Surrogate model
• Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), 64 units
• 70 randomly selected samples from the original test set
• They were excluded from the test set
• 6 surrogate training epochs (T=6) – total of 2,240 samples

• For window size, we used the first 140 API calls (Pascanu et al., 2015)
• Also tried 100, 120 and 1,000
• Average length of API calls sequences l = 100,000
• 100 Training epochs, early stopping

• API calls were one-hot encoded
• For generality
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Classifiers performance
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Attack effectiveness
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GADGET: Generative Api aDversarial
Generic Example by Transferability framework

• A framework demonstrating an attacker’s ability to create and end-to-end attack using the proposed 
method

• no-op attack – adding API’s which have no effect on the code’s functionality; with valid parameters

• Add the adversarial modifications as an input

• The injected code would trace the APIs called so far and each injected API would also call the 
adversarial added API, if needed
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Malware Binary, 
without GADGET Malware Binary, with GADGET

Advantages:
Requires no access to the 
malware source code
Generic – fit every code

Disadvantages:
API call type-specific



Possible defense mechanisms 

• Statistics of API calls [Grosse et al., 2016]

• Use an additional adversarial example detection model [Metzen 
et al., 2017]

• Adding more input features (Wang et al., 2016)

• Adding adversarial examples to the training set;
e.g., using GANs [Szegedy et al., 2014]

• Use a multiple classifier system; each classifier
is trained on different training set
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Main contributions

• Novel end-to-end black-box attack, preserving the malware 
functionality after perturbation

• Generic attack - effective against conventional RNN, LSTM, GRU, 
bidirectional and deep variants, fully-connected DNN, 1D- CNN, SVM, 
logistic regression, random forest, GBDT

• Access to the malware source code is not required (using GADGET, 
end-to-end framework to modify the malware)

• Bypasses multi-feature classifiers using a combined attack to fit real 
world scenarios
• e.g., hybrid classifiers based on printable strings and API sequences

• First to evaluate transferability between RNN variants, feed-forward 
networks and traditional machine learning classifiers
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Conclusions

• The main focus of the AI community has been on making AI 
models accurate; in the meantime, these models were left 
vulnerable, representing a concrete threat to AI safety

• Therefore, practitioners should make the models resilient to 
adversarial attacks (throughout the supply-chain) before 
embedding AI technologies in the physical world

• This is extremely important for self-learning systems
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Thank you
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